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Wedding Videography Start to FinishCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Welcome to Wedding Videography: Start to Finish, a resource to help you step confidently
	into the field of wedding videography. This book is designed to step the novice wedding
	videographer through the process of starting a wedding-videography business, filming a
	wedding, editing the wedding footage, and outputting the final product...
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Special Edition Using XML SchemaQue, 2001


	The Extensible Markup Language is one of the most controversial technologies to come into vogue in recent years. Starting with humble roots with the desire to create a simple subset of SGML, XML burst onto the scene to a fantastic fanfare from developers and hype from the press. As more people have started to adopt XML, more...
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The Professional Scrum Master's Handbook (Professional Expertise Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Key Features

	
		Checklists, questions, and exercises to get you thinking (and acting) like a professional ScrumMaster
	
		Presented in a relaxed, jargon-free, personable style
	
		Full of ideas, tips, and anecdotes based on real-world experiences



	Book Description


	A...
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Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2011

	My Dear Reader,

	

	This wretched war, the gravest threat humankind has ever faced, is not going well at all.We have suffered major setbacks, as our ruthless adversary has conquered vast territories, leaving little ground controlled by our ragtag band of rebels. Our few surviving generals blame the lack of skills in our fighting...
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Start!: The No Nonsense Guide to Windows XP (Consumer)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Because Your Computer Should Improve Your Life, Not Complicate It
No Nonsense Guides are here. With a plainspoken approach, these books are inexpensive starters that are light on idle chat and heavy on practical advice. They're lean and mean and stripped down to fighting weight, so you'll get from point A to point Z with instruction...
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The Water Defenders: How Ordinary People Saved a Country from Corporate GreedBeacon Press, 2021

	The David and Goliath story of ordinary people in El Salvador who rallied together with international allies to prevent a global mining corporation from poisoning the country’s main water source

	

	At a time when countless communities are resisting powerful corporations—from Flint, Michigan, to the Standing...
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Days of Steel Rain: The Epic Story of a WWII Vengeance Ship in the Year of the KamikazeHachette, 2021

	An intimate true account of Americans at war, Days of Steel Rain is an epic drama about an unlikely group of men forced to work together in the face of an increasingly desperate enemy during the final year of World War II.
	


	
		
			Sprawling across the Pacific, this untold story follows the crew of...
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Ultimate Game Design: Building Game WorldsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Filled with tips and techniques from veteran game designers at Sony, Blizzard, Disney, LucasArts, Activision, 3DO, and many others!

Plan, design, and create enthralling game environments complete with richly animated characters and objects by applying the expert techniques described in this one-of-a-kind resource. Veteran game developer...
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Cutting-Edge Java Game Programming: Everything You Need to Create Interactive Internet Games with JavaCoriolis Group Books, 1996
Teaches you how to write incredible multiuser games for the Internet using the Java programming language. Lists the best Internet resources for game players and programmers. Includes arcade-style game creation tips: game loops, sprites, collision detection, and realistic movement. Details over 10,000 lines of highly optimized, reusable code....
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Asterisk: The Future of TelephonyO'Reilly, 2007

	This bestselling book is now the standard guide to building phone systems with Asterisk, the open source IP PBX that has traditional telephony providers running scared! Revised for the 1.4 release of the software, the new edition of Asterisk: The Future of Telephony reveals how you can save money on equipment and support, and finally...
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Allied Fighting Effectiveness in North Africa and Italy, 1942-1945 (History of Warfare)Brill Academic Publishers, 2014

	Allied Fighting Effectiveness is a collection of scholarly papers focusing on a variety of different aspects of the major campaigns of North Africa, Sicily and Italy, ranging from operation TORCH to the end of the war in Europe.
...
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Machine Learning for Finance: Principles and practice for financial insidersPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		A guide to advances in machine learning for financial professionals, with working Python code

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore advances in machine learning and how to put them to work in financial industries
	
			Clear explanation and expert discussion of how machine learning works, with...
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